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GERMAN TRAP FAILS

Returning from, the 1000-aircraft raid on the Ruhr last Monday nighty a

Halifax "bomber force-landed in the sea. close to the Dutch coast and the

crew took to their rubber dinghy.

Early on Tuesday morning the Germans spotted the dinghy but made no

attempt to rescue the airmen. Instead, they left the men - one of whom was

seriously hurt - in the water for three days, using them as live bait to

trap British rescue aircraft and launches. But another German plan went awry.

Late on Thursday night two R.A.F. high-speed rescue launches - "the mercy

ships" - deliberately sailed into the ’trap*, picked up the airmen twenty miles

from the enemy feast and successfully broke through a screen of five E-boats

which tried to sink them.

The search for the missing bomber was begun by an air-sea rescue Hudson

squadron of Coastal Command while it was still dark on Tuesday morning, but it

was not till nearly noon that day that the squadron commander spotted a dinghy
with six men aboard. As the Hudson circled round to drop food, cigarettes and

a pack of playing cards, one of the men In tine dinghy cheerfully waved a small

flag.

Then the Hun swooped. Messerschmitts which had been lying in wait for

rescue aircraft to appear, swept down in a vicious attack,their machine guns

blazing. Another rescue* Hudson appeared and joined in the fight.

One of the Hudsons was riddled with bullets. About a hundred holes

appeared in the fuselage and the wings and the observer and side gunner were

wounded.

"The gunner was baddy hurt", said his pilot, "but he went fighting mad,

He dragged himself to his knees and continued firing at the Messerschmitts.

Then the rear-gunner got his chance and, in the words of his pilot, "gave

the Hun a read bellyfull.
" His bullets traced a pattern on one of the fighters

and it may have been destroyed.,

Unfortunatedy during the fight the Hudsons lost sight of the dinghy and they

had to return to base before they could make contact with it again.

But the search went on. It was realised that the dinghy was drifting

gradually nearer to the Dutch coast, and for the next two days a succession of

aircraft and launches searched for the airmen. An amphibian Walrus protected

by fighters went out to put down on the sea if the dinghy was sighted.

On Thursday afternoon a Coastal Command Beaufighter again located the

bomber crew and reported their position.

That evening two high speed launches sped out and set course for the Dutch

coast. The crews knew they were speeding into a German trap, but that did

not stop them.

One of the launches was captained by Flight lieutenant Brian Clarkson,

Roseberry Road, Felixstowe, and the other by Tlying Officer R. J. C. Greenway,

Green lanes, Harringay, London, The Haunches wont, in company and when they
reached a position about twenty miles off the Dutch coast they were sighted

by a Junkers 88.

"It did not open fire at us", said Plight Lieutenant Clarkson, "so we

kept quiet. We are rescue people and we don’t open fire unless we are attacked,

and then only as a last resort. '



"Shortly afterwards we sighted the dinghy and began the job of trans-

shipping the airmen - a rather long job, as one of them had had both legs

broken.

"Three Messerschmitt 109s swooped down on us, but they didn’t open fire

: • "We were not long in learning what they .had been up to. They had

reported our position, and we had just got the six men aboard when we saw

five heavily armed E-boats appear. They had positioned themselves between

us and England and came in in line abreast.

"At fifty yards they opened fire; there was only one thing to do - go

straight through their line.

"We opened up the engines to full throttle and charged at them

"We battered right through the Hun formation while they were still

biasing away at us. We did not fire a shot, but they didn’t seem to like us

coming for them. It was something they evidently hadn’t counted on and we

got through. They did not so much as scratch my paintwork. It was lousy

shooting in a filthy trap that did not work.

"So we got the boys back. They were all in high spirits - oven he

who .was wounded.
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